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nonnative and CONVERS in the autumn and winter of 2016 again in cooperation with the classic basketball shoes PRO-LEATHER
HI as the prototype, and retained the retro elements in the design, the new shoes collocation on slightly yellowish soles and uppers do
old effect, more use of the suede material of the texture of the old deliberately raising. In addition to ordinary shoelace style, nonnative
also presented a zipper tongue piece, through the design of military style inspiration to create more details is concise and easy to put
on and take off. Nonnative x CONVERS PRO-LEATHER HI will be on sale at nonnative outlets in September 24th at a price of 20000
yen. 

It opened a royal cat exhibition Zhao, Chicago also has a pitch black. 

this is the first year of Air Jordan 5, 13 models of high color in the only two to white based color AJ13, and the other one does not
need to dwell on, "He Got Game", that is, "Panda" color matching, in every possible way classic. 

contrast, the white red and black Air Jordan 13 OG "Chicago" didn't seem too hot, in each 5 year people for having heard it many
times in color matching, whether it is "Panda", "black", "All Star" or "GIGI" is the idol type, even "Chicago" popular only row in the old.
However, it really keeps people waiting for too long, and it's time to get it back. 
In 
2017, Air Jordan 13, which opens the 20th anniversary celebration of the Black Cat color, is white after black and is on sale during
the NBA all star game this year. In last year's Jordan major Christmas series, in order to pay tribute to the white red AJ13, such as
Melo, M13, CP3.X and so designed white red. 

in short, this pair of Air Jordan 13 OG Chicago came back and sold in full size, following the February OG AJ4 white cement, and this
year, Jordan Brand rolled out a pair of OG again. 
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